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Changes are welcomed. Technology increase
Our chances of success, college sounds are released
Learning types are aligned social events through signs
Career fairs equal opportunity resumes presented online

Inspiring to grow to showcase students’ styles, exhibit ability
Training facility enhanced studies advance to give students humility
Increasing and accepting different languages and faces
ECU, the university, the platform, gives students internships in different places

Provide balance and resources from Career Counselors to Deans
Being able to provide the students compensation with means
From careers like nursing, technology, engineering, and education
To our website to campus tours one of ECU best-known features

From the campus tours to orientations moving in freshman year
Our purpose our goal is to make students aware overcoming their fears
From Electives to late-night projects we understand the dedication
Their frustration their shortcomings we will provide a solution after building student relation

Our students our vision as the proud Pirates as we were told
When we represent ECU, our motto follow stance becomes bold
Study hard, give advice never be scared take challenges and not fear
After you leave ECU, you’ll feel inspired more insightful about your inspiring future career